In this paper, it is shown that many natural counting classes, such as PP, C=P, and MOD#, are at least as computationally hard as PH (the polynomial-time hierarchy) in the following sense: for each K of the counting classes above, every set in K(PH) is polynomial-time randomized many-one reducible to a set in K with two-sided exponentially small error probability. As a consequence of the result, we see that all the counting classes above are computationally harder than PH unless PH collapses to a finite level. Some other consequences are also shown.
Introduction.
In the theory of computational complexity, researchers have given much attention to several questions about the computational power of counting complexity classes such as PP de- ogiwaraQcso.cs .uec.ac.jp types of questions, containment questions and reducibility questions, where by a containment question, we mean to ask whether a class in PH is included in a counting class, and by a reducibility question, we mean to ask whether ad sets in a class in PH are polynomial-time reducible to sets in a counting class under a suitable reducibility.
For the containment question on PP, the best result at the present time is one by Beigel, Hemachandra and Wechsung [3] that PNP@Od is included in PP. For other counting classes, it was shown in [4] [7] [13] that Few C $P, Few C C=P, and for each prime 1, Few MODkP, where Few was defined by Cai and Hemachandra [7] (see their paper for the detail) and is known to be below PNP@Od. From the results, we know that Few is included in $P, C,P, and MODkP (for prime k), and these are the best results for the containment questions on all the known counting classes other than PP. Very For some reducibility questions, it was shown by Toda [21] that all sets in PH is polynomialtime Turing reducible to sets in PP and are polynomial-time randomized reducible to sets in $P (where and throughout the paper all randomized reductions are of two-sided exponentially small error probability). It was recently shown by Ogiwara [14] that all sets in T I ! are polynomial-time randomized many-one reducible to sets in C=P. Combining these results with a result by Schoning [17], we can conclude that PP and $P are computationally harder than PH un-less PH collapses t o a finite level, and conclude that C,P are computationally harder than unless PH collapses t o a finite level.
While several relationships between the counting classes and classes in PH have been established, many relationships are currently unknown. In fact, we don't know, at the present time, whether PP includes A; and whether the other counting classes include NP, and didn't know whether all sets in PH are polynomialtime reducible to sets in the counting classes other than PP and $P. Recently some oracle sets refuting the expected containments have been found. Toran [22] found oracle sets A and B such that NP(A) C=P(A) and NP(B) g $P(B), Beigel [2] found an oracle set C such that A!(C) g PP(C), and he showed in [l] that for all k 2 2 and some oracle set D , NP(D) MODkP(D). These relativization results tell us at least that all the techniques known currently do not work for settling the containment questions above, and/or that it is too difficult to solve the questions. Hence the important question at the present time is whether all sets in PH are polynomial-time reducible to sets in those counting classes under a suitable reducibility.
In this paper, we investigate the reducibility question above more deeply. We will be concerned with the polynomial-time randomized many-one reducibility with two-sided exponentially small error probability (this notion will be formalized as the @-operator in Section 5 ) . LVe will conclude that all sets in PH are polynomialtime randomized many-one reducible to sets in a wide range of counting classes. To show it, we will first introduce a family of counting classes that is a restricted range of the gap-definable classes recently developed by Fenner, Fortnow and Kurtz [8] but is still so wide as to include PP, C=P, and MODkP, and we will show that all counting classes in the family are at least as hard as PH. Thus, in particular, we establish the following new relationships as immediate consequences of the general result (we also summarize some relationships known earlier for the sake of comparison of our results with them):
(1) PP(P1I) C P(PP) and $P(PR) & e .
$P [=I.
II; C E -C = P [14] . We here note the inclusion E; U IIy C E . P P immediately follows from this result.
C=P(PH) C e . C,P and PP(PH) C BPePP. These improve the relationships in (2) above.
For all integers k 2 2, MODkP(PH) @.MODkP. This extends the second result in (1) above.
As an immediate consequence, we know that PH is included in E -K for each K E { PP, C=P, MODkP }.
Remark. We must here give some remarks on the results to the reader. After seeing an earlier version of the present paper, Richard Beigel told us, as a private communication, that the result (4) could be obtained by using the result in [4, Theorem 271 that MODkP(M0DkP) = MODkP if k is a prime, the characterization of MODkP in [4, Corollary 331 (every MOD-class is a finite union of some MOD-classes with prime modulo), and the modulo amplification technique in [21] . An important remark is that Jun Tarui [19] has independently developed the same techniques as this paper, and in fact he observed somewhat stronger relationships than ours. Roughly speaking, he has strengthened the relationships in (3) and (4) above via the polynomial-time randomized many-one reducibility with zero error probability. This paper will proceed as follows. In Section 2, we first state our main result, without giving the main part of the technical proof, and show its immediate consequences. The main part of the proof will be given in Section 3. In the rest of this section, we give some elementary notions and notations used throughout the paper.
Our sets in this paper are over C = {0,1, #} unless otherwise specified. The symbol # is usually used as a delimiter among strings of {0,1}*. A pairing function (resp., a k-tuple function) over {0,1}* is represented by separating two strings (resp., k strings) by this symbol. For a string w E E*, IwI denotes the length of w. For a set L E C*, z denotes the complement of L. For a class K of sets, CO-K denotes the class of sets whose complement is in K. Let C" (resp., C l " and E<") denote the set of strings with length n (resp., at most n and less than n). For a finite set X C E*, llXll denotes the number of strings in X. Let N and 2, respectively, denote the set of natural numbers and the set of integers. We assume that all integers are expressed in binary notation (for negative integers, we assume a suitable representation system, such as 2's-complement system).
For an oracle set X, P(X) denotes the class of sets accepted by polynomial-time bounded deterministic oracle Turing machines (DOTM for short) with oracle X and NP(X) denotes the class of sets accepted by polynomial-time bounded nondeterministic oracle Turing machines (NOTM for short) with oracle set X.
Classes in the polynomial-time hierarchy [18] and PH = UaloEi.
We are concerned with the following counting classes. #P(X) [24] denotes the class of functions that give the number of accepting computation paths of polynomial-time bounded NOTM's with oracle X. PP(X) [lo] 
define MODkP(X) [4] as the class of sets L for which there exists a function F E #P(X) such that for all strings x, x E L iff F(x) f 0 (mod k). In particular, MODzP is usually denoted by $P [15] . The unrelativized classes are defined by setting the oracle set to the empty set, and the specification of the oracle is omitted in this case.
Randomized reduct ions from PH to counting classes
In this section, we show that all sets in PH are polynomial-time randomized many-one reducible to sets in a wide range of counting classes, including PP, C=P, and MODkP. What we will show is much stronger than this observation. For example, we will show that all sets in PP(PH) are polynomial-time randomized many-one reducible to sets in PP. To state more precise statements, we first define a stronger variation of Schoning's BP-operator [17] , which formalizes the notion of polynomial-time randomized many-one reducibility with two-sided exponentially small error probability, and next define a family of counting classes to which our technique can be applied. Below, given a finite set X of strings and a predicate R over strings, we denote by Pr{w E X : R(w) } the probability that R(w) is true for randomly chosen w from X under uniform distribution. Definition 2.1 Let K be any class of sets. A set L is in B -K if for every polynomial e, there exist a set A E K and a polynomial p such that for every string x, 
Definition

2.2
For an oracle set X, GapP(X) [8] is defined to be the class of functions F for which there exist two func-
, and GapP is defined as GapP(0). Let Q be a subset of Z and let F be a class of functions from strings to integers.
Then we define C[Q,F] to be the class of sets L for which there exists a function F E F such that
Example.
All the well-known counting classes can be defined in the way of Definition 2.2. For instance, PP and PP(X), for any oracle set X, can be defined as C[Z+,GapP] and C[Z+, GapP(X)] respectively, where Z+ denotes the set of positive integers.
Now we show our main result. The main result essentially follows from the following t ec hni cal lemma, whose proof will be given in the next section.
Lemma 2.3
Let F be any function in GapP(PH) and let e be any polynomial. Then there exist a function H E GapP and a polynomial s such that for every string x,
Our main theorem below subsumes disparate observations that several counting classes are at least as computationally hard as PII.
Proof.
Let F be a function in GapP(P1I) witnessing that a set L is in C[Q,GapP(PII)]. From Lemma 2.3, there exists a function H E GapP that satisfies the condition in the lemma. 
I
In the rest of this section, we apply the theorem to some well-known counting classes and obtain some new relationships between those counting classes and PH. Also, we will show some other interesting consequences of the theorem and the corollary below. 
Proof.
As in the previous example, we caa easily see that all the counting classes above can be defined in the way of Definition 2.2. We omit the detail here; the interesting reader may refer to [8] for some technical points.
I
Remark. For a class K of sets that is closed downward under the polynomial-time majority reducibility, it follows from the probability amplification h lemma of Schoning [17] : 
Proof.
We can easily see that 5; 
I 6
The following corollary is immediate from the above one. Definition 2.11 [5] [12] Let K be any class of sets. A set L is in K/poly if there exist a set A E K , an advice function f from natural numbers to strings, and a polynomial p such that I f(n)1 -< p ( n ) for all n, and L = { z : z#f(IzI) E A }.
Let K be a relativizable complexity class. A set L is in almost-K if for almost all oracle sets X,
Recently, it is well understood that for any class K of sets, if the class is closed downward under the polynomial-time majority reducibility, then BP-K C K/poly and BP-K C almost-K;
for the latter inclusion, we need some more assumptions on the class K such as it being rela, tivizable class and containing at most countably infinite sets. We can apply this understanding to the @-complexity classes, because in the previous works such as [17] , the closure property of the class under the polynomial-time majority reducibility has been used only for amplifying the success probability in the BP-operator; on the other hand, we have already had the amplified success probability in the =-operator.
Lemma 2.12 For any class K, =.K C_ K/poly.
For characterizing the BP-complexity classes by means of random tally oracles, Tang and Watanabe [20] showed the following result. (Note that we mention their results by using our E-operator, though they showed it with the BP-operator.) Theorem 2.13 [20] If any given class K of sets contains at most countably many sets and is closed under the polynomial-time majority reducibility, then a set L is in E . K if and only if for almost all tally sets T , L E KoPF(T), where KoPF(T) is the class of sets A such that for some B E K and afunction f E PF(T), A = { z : f ( z ) E B }.
I
In the proof of "only if" part of this theorem, we do not need to deal only with tally sets; we ma.y consider any oracle sets. (In the "if' pa.rt, we have t o be concerned only with tally sets when following their proof technique; but, we are not interested in the "if' part here.) Thus we can obtain the following lemma by using their techni que.
Lemma 2.14 Let K be any class that contains at most countably many sets. Let L be any set.
Then, if L E E e K , then for almost all sets X , 
Z , C[Q, GapP(PH)I G C[Q, G a~P l /~o l y , and
We would like to close this section by defining a natural extension of MODkP and by observing a result for the class similar to Corollary 2.5(4).
Definition 2.16
Let g be a function from strings to natural numbers. We define MOD,P to be the class of sets L for which there exists a function
Corollary 2.17 For all polynomial-time coinputable functions g from strings to natural numbers such that for all z, g(z) 2 2, PI1 E. MOD 
I
We note that MOD,P cannot in general be defined in the way of Definition 2.2. Thus, at the present time, we do not know whether for all 9 , MOD,P(PH) i@-MOD,P, though we feel that it may be the case. In the final section, we will discuss the reason why our proof technique cannot be applied to the class.
Proof of Lemma 2.3
In this section, we prove Lemma 2.3. lemma is obtained from the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 Let X be an oracle set, let F be a function in #P(NP(X)), and let e be a polynomial. Then there exist a function H E GapP(X) and a polynomial s such that for all strings
I
By applying this lemma inductively to each class in PH, we immediately obtain Lemma 2.3. The detail is left to the reader. Thus, in this section, we concentrate to prove the above lemma. P r o o f of Lemma 3.1. In this proof, we will use some more technical lemmas. For the sake of clarifying our main heart of this proof, the proofs of those lemmas will be given after completing this proof.
We first mention the following result on #P(NP(X)) that allows us to change the definition of the class.
Lemma
3.2
For every function F E #P(NP(X)), there exist a set A E co-NP(X) and a polynomial p such that for all z, F ( z ) = ll{y E CP(Izl) : z # y E A}ll.
I
In the remainder of this proof, when we write z#y, we assume lyl = p(lzI), for simplifying the argument. From the well-known characterization of co-NP(X) in [18] [27], we have, for the set A above, a set B E P(X) and a polynomial q such that for all z#y, z # y E A iff there is no string z E {0,1)9(lz#yl) such that z#y#z E B . By using the set B, we will later construct a function HI in GapP(X) and a polynomial s such that for all positive integers n,
(A)
Pr{ w E { 0 , 1 )~(~) :
for all z#y E A of length n, for all z#y 4 A of length n, B1(z#?/#w) = 1, and
By using AI, we define the required function II as follows:
Then we easily see that H is in GapP(X) (provided IIl E GapP(X)) and that H and the polynomial s above satisfy the condition of Lemma 3.1. 
Now we show how to define the function
I
Since we can take an arbitrary polynomial e in the above lemma, we obtain a stronger observation than the above one: for all positive integers n, where W is randomly chosen from Mat[r(n),
Now we define the function Hl as follows:
for all strings z#y of length n and all W E M a W n ) , q(n)l,
(for other strings W, we define the value of HI to be zero), where the product is taken over all j,k with 1 I k I r(n) and 1 5 j 5 q(n), and G is defined as follows (which gives
Furthermore, we define the required polynomial s by s ( n ) = r ( n ) . q 2 ( n ) . Then we show that Hence, in this case, we have Hl(s#y#W) = 0. From these observations, we see that the condition in (B) implies the condition in (A), and hence see that the probability in (A) is greater than or equal to the probability in (B). Thus H I and s satisfy (A). Then, the following lemma tells us the membership of HI in GapP(X). The lemma draws out an essential idea developed independently by Gundermann, Nasser and Wechsung [ll] and by Ogiwara [14] . Below, we shall view a finite multiset of strings as a list of strings in the multiset and consider a list of strings as an elment of the set C*(#C*)*. Hence we shall view C*(#C*)* as the class of all finite multisets. We also use the ordinary settheoretical notations for multisets.
Obviously, G is in # P ( S ) . In the rest of this section, we prove the technical lemmas used above. In those proofs, we will use the notations defined in the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Proof of Lemma 3.2 Let M and C be a polynomial-time bounded NOTM and an oracle set from NP(X), respectively, that witness a function F being in #P(NP(X)). Let N be a polynomial-time bounded NOTM that accepts C relative to X . We below assume, without loss of generality, that all possible computation paths of M together with possible oracle answers and those paths of N X are encoded into binary strings in a usual manner. Let w be a computation path of M on a given input z, which includes possible oracle answers. Then we denote by Y E s~( z , w ) (resp., N 0~( z , w ) ) the set of query strings that are made by M along path w and whose corresponding oracle answer in w is "yes" (resp., %07'). Now we define a set A as Repeating the random process in Claim 1 above and taking the disjunction of the outcomes, we can amplify the probability in (2) without changing the probability in (1). To state this more precisely, if we repeat the random process r(n) times where r is an arbitrary polynomial, then we have the following: Ii is in GapP(X).
(End-of-Lemma 3.4)
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we showed that all the known counting classes are at least as hard as the polynomial-time hierarchy; that is, all sets in the polynomial-time hierarchy is randomly reducible t o sets in the counting classes with exponentially small error probability. A crucial point in showing these results is that every counting class concerned in this paper can be characterized in terms of a simple predicate over #P functions (alternatively, GapP functions). In fact, we showed, as a more general result, that the same relationship as above holds for all counting classes that can be defined in the way of Definition 2.2 by using GapP functions. Nonetheless one can obtain a broader family of counting classes, as Fenner, Fortnow and Kurtz have defined the gap-definable classes in [8]. As an immediate question related to this work, one may ask whether our main result remains true for all of the gap-definable classes. Unfortunately we have not been able to settle the question. But, in our intuition, it seems unlikely to be the case. As a more concrete example to our intuition, we here consider SPP [8] that is the class of sets L for which there exists a function in GapP such that for every z, 2 E L iff F ( z ) = 1 and z E L iff F ( z ) = 0. In the definition of SPP, there exists a promise, as well as in the case of UP [23] and Few [7] , that the GapP function never takes the value other than 0 or 1. Because of the existence of such a promise, we conjecture that SPP is not as computationally hard as the polynomial-time hierarchy (at least in the sense of the present work). In [8], S P P has been shown t o be a gapdefinable class. Thus we think that our main result cannot be extended to the gap-definable classes.
As mentioned at the end of Section 2, MOD,P is out of our family and is a typical example to which our proof technique could not be applied. In order to establish the relationship MOD,P(PH) E G.MODgP, we must probably show, for all L in MOD,P(PH), the existence of H I in GapP and a polynomial s such that for all z, 5 E L iff for (intuitively) almost all w of (0, l}'(lz1), H l ( z # w ) $ 0 (mod g(z#w)). By using our argument, we can find a function H2 E GapP such that for all z, z E L iff for almost all w of { O , l } s (~z~) , H2(2#w) $ 0 (mod g(z)), but in general, we cannot know how g(z) is related t o g ( z # w ) as well as how to construct the function HI from H z . This is why we could not establish the relationship, while we conjecture it is the case.
We think it is still important to find much closer relationships between counting classes and classes in PH. As mentioned in Section 1, it seems very hard to show a new inclusion relationship. Thus our interest mainly concentrates on some reducibility questions. In particular, it is more important to know whether all sets in PI-I (or a class in PH) are polynomial-time reducible to sets in C,P or MODkP under deterministic reducibilities such as Turing or truth-table ones. Considering the current status on this question, we think it still nice to show that all sets in E: are polynomial-time Turing reducible to sets in C=P (or in MODkP), if it holds, or to find oracles separating those classes.
